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1.0 BACKGROUND 

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought worldwide disruption to health research involving primary data 

collection due to restrictions on healthcare practices and research outside of COVID-19 and other urgent 

healthcare, shielding of vulnerable participants, travel restrictions, and work from home mandates.  The 

first wave of COVID-19 infections began in early 2020, yet many countries are currently experiencing 

subsequent waves of infections. Each wave brings different restrictions due to a better understanding of 

the virus mutations and its spread. The timing of these waves, along with the severity and extent of 

government response, cannot be accurately predicted in advance. Altogether, this creates considerable 

challenges to health preference research (HPR), which involves direct primary data collection from 

individuals and the analysis and interpretation of that data. 

For the purposes of this commentary, HPR is defined as research that focuses on the elicitation of 

preferences from individuals about health and healthcare services. The individuals involved in preference 

elicitation studies include adult and pediatric patients, caregivers, healthcare professionals, as well as 

members of the general population. The aims of HPR studies can be diverse. They range from eliciting 

preferences for hypothetical health, healthcare, or health outcomes from members of the general 

population, patients, or direct or indirect caregivers [1]. The distinction between HPR and health-related 

quality of life (HRQOL) is important.  HRQOL research is concerned with assessing the impact of health on 

an individual’s ability to live a fulfilling life, and includes a dynamic interplay of concepts of physical, 

psychological, social, and sexual well-being. HPR is concerned with values and preferences regarding these 

states and aspects of HRQOL, and is a specialized type of HRQOL research, with origins in economics in 

addition to educational and psychological measurement [1-3]. This research remains important and will 

continue to be relevant throughout the pandemic and beyond.  
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HPR  has faced three key challenges due to the COVID-19 pandemic. First, the recruitment of participants 

may be impacted by sampling issues and lower response rates due to research fatigue and decreased  

willingness and ability to participate in HPR  [4]. Second, the most commonly used mode of data collection 

in HPR, specifically in health state valuation, has  traditionally been  through face-to-face interviews. This 

is unlikely to be advisable or possible and considered "non-essential" during the pandemic. Evidence on 

the use of online HPR to elicit health state values and the equivalence of online and face-to-face HPR 

modes of administration in terms of health state values emerged in the pre-pandemic era (for example, 

[5-8]). Provided data quality and sample representativeness are achieved in online HPR studies, there is 

little reason to see why health state valuation cannot be conducted online during both the pandemic and 

post-pandemic. The non-representativeness of the participant sample, while common to face-to-face and 

online HPR, it is exaggerated in online HPR. Further, online HPR makes it difficult to evaluate participant 

engagement and provide as-needed support, rendering the reliability of the data questionable[9]. Issues 

pertaining to data quality and sample representativeness need to be addressed particularly for iterative 

techniques, such as time-trade off, that were historically undertaken face-to-face. Several checks and 

careful study designs can be implemented to ensure these threats to the data are minimized and will be 

discussed in the subsequent sections of this commentary. However, to date, no best practice guidelines 

for designing and conducting online HPR exist (reporting guidelines can be found here [10]). This is in 

contrast with HRQOL research, where there is substantial literature on the potential sources and 

assessment of measurement equivalence of online and in-person modes of administration[11].  Third, 

data interpretation may be confounded due to the temporary or long-term impact of the pandemic on 

preferences for health, health states and healthcare[12], which are different from actual changes to 

health and healthcare. Subsequently, the different modes of data collection, recruitment of participants, 

and whether elicited preferences are valid during and following the pandemic are all factors that need to 

be taken into consideration. 
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Halting all HPR until the pandemic is over is not a viable option, meaning that timely solutions are required 

to overcome the challenges. This will impact studies that were ongoing prior to the pandemic and the 

planning of new studies. Due to the variability in the spread of the virus that causes COVID-19, the 

susceptibility of the population to infection and their symptom severity, and public health response 

measures, the solutions must be adaptive, flexible, and reactive to the ever-changing research landscape. 

Positively, solutions are currently being borne out of necessity to offer the opportunity to better shape 

future research. In particular, lessons including various safe research approaches, recruitment strategies 

for hard-to-reach groups, and the better use of novel technology are being learnt throughout the 

pandemic. 

This paper both summarizes the challenges regarding recruitment, data collection, and data 

interpretation and offers experience-driven solutions applicable across a range of studies, populations, 

and countries. Recommendations made based on the lessons that have been learnt during the pandemic 

and our team’s experience in conducting HPR studies can be used to our advantage and shape the way 

HPR is conducted in the future. 

2.0 Challenges and potential solutions  

2.1 Recruitment 

Participant selection and recruitment involve first developing a set of eligibility criteria to guide sampling 

and then recruitment efforts to the target population from whom health preferences are being elicited. 

Traditionally, HPR involved face-to-face interactions between the researcher and the participant [13-16]. 

While this effectively indicates a logistic criterion to participant selection (i.e., the individual is able to 

attend an in-person clinic visit at the local university or hospital), this has not generally been felt to 

diminish the generalizability of the health preferences to an underlying population. There are exceptions 

to this, in that individuals who belong to a vulnerable population[17, 18], including the economically 
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disadvantaged, ethnic minorities, gender and sexually diverse, elderly, homeless, people with chronic or 

severe health conditions (e.g., mental illness), and residents in rural areas with limited access to 

healthcare services, could become de facto exclusion criteria for participation in HPR. This longstanding 

challenge of incorporating these individuals to provide a more meaningful set of health preferences has 

been exacerbated during the pandemic[19]. Participants previously not considered vulnerable, such as 

healthy elderly participants, may be regarded as vulnerable during the pandemic. Further, existing 

vulnerabilities of the participant population may be worsened. Figure 1 provides a summary of 

vulnerability considerations that are important for HPR during the pandemic.  

 

A strategy to alleviate the recruitment concerns is to pivot HPR entirely to an online format for population-

based studies with pre-set recruitment quotas. This may help ensure that the study sample reflects the 

national sociodemographic and clinical characteristics. Vulnerable individuals from minorities and rural 

areas may be engaged in HPR through community-based formal and informal organizations and 

stakeholders, such as places of worship, religion study groups, community centers, and through 

community leaders, chiefs, and elders[20] . This strategy has rarely been used in population-based or 

clinical HPR but has been widely used in community-based participatory research. Community-academic-

funder partnerships could be used to institute sustained access to desktop or mobile devices, internet 

connectivity, and technical support. This can result in longitudinal retention of participants and, more 

importantly, rural research infrastructure. Furthermore, certain vulnerable populations and people of 

working age may be more likely to engage in HPR during the pandemic due to working from home, leading 

to time savings associated with work-related travel, flexible working hours, and increased awareness of 

the role of research in improving public health. However, this is likely to differ by country, industry, and 

occupation since not all jobs can be undertaken at home. Individuals who may be reluctant to participate 

in HPR include those with increased burden due to lack of childcare and school closures, who have 
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assumed a primary caregiver role due to partners or family members being essential workers or infected 

with COVID-19, and experiencing psychosocial distress due to job loss or financial stresses.   

  

The COVID-19 pandemic may introduce selection bias based on the potential participant's perceived risk 

of COVID-19 infection. To elaborate, a study involving an in-person mode of administration during the 

pandemic may unintentionally recruit a higher number of individuals who are "risk-tolerant" compared to 

individuals who are “risk-averse”. However, the use of ethically-appropriate non-stochastic monetary 

incentives to enroll in the study may be employed to recruit a more risk-averse sample[21]. Additionally, 

there may be a long-lasting reluctance for individuals who are considered 'high-risk' to participate in non-

urgent health research, including HPR. This may generally occur because members of the general public 

may self-identify as high risk in a way that is unknown to the researchers, thereby excluding an essential 

segment of the underlying population from in-person HPR. The threat becomes more specific when 

eliciting health preferences for a population defined by a health condition. These individuals may already 

be considered high risk and, therefore, unable or unwilling to participate in in-person HPR. The use of 

financial incentives may be increased to offset the economic uncertainty that individuals may be facing; 

however, they must be balanced with the effort required to avoid becoming an inducement to participate 

or encourage risk-taking behaviors for research participation during the pandemic.   

 

A critical decision for recruitment will be if individuals who have been infected with the COVID-19 virus in 

the past and have recovered should be asked to self-identify in population-based studies or included in 

comparative effectiveness research. Further, research fatigue[4] may set in, especially as many members 

of the general population are eager to participate in trials assessing the effectiveness of various COVID-

related vaccines, potentially reducing the pool of participants available for HPR. Lastly, whether 

participation in COVID-19 trials affect health state valuations and the ability to render preferences in an 
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unbiased manner should be considered. Efforts to retain participants in longitudinal HPR initiated before 

or during a pandemic will be crucial to examine the differences between pre- and post-pandemic.  

 

2.2 Data collection 

HPR is concerned with understanding and measuring the priorities and preferences of patients, caregivers, 

and other stakeholders. Subsequently, by definition, the data collection methods in HPR have included 

direct participant involvement through either in-person face-to-face interviews, telephone or written 

surveys, and more recently online surveys and remote interviews (i.e., interviewer-assisted online  

interviews). The inherent challenges of collecting self-report data during the pandemic also apply to HPR. 

The modes of data collection in HPR can be classified into 5 main categories: (a) in-person, interviewer-

assisted using physical props[22], (b) in-person, interviewer-assisted using a computer[23], (c) remote, 

interviewer-assisted using a computer[24], and (d) remote, self-completed using a computer[25].  

  

In-person, interviewer-assisted methods (a and b) represent the traditional “gold-standard” mode of data 

collection in HPR and allow for optimal decision support during a valuation task. Hence, the data obtained 

from interviewer-assisted methods, when compared to remote self-completed methods, are of better 

quality, have fewer inconsistencies, and more reliable[6, 26]. Subsequently, this mode has been used in 

all age groups and individuals from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds by our team and others[23, 27-

29]. The interviewer-assisted administration can be executed using interaction elements (e.g., visual 

representations, labels, animations), physical props (e.g., chance or choice board, time trade-off board, 

feeling thermometer) or computer programs, resulting in improved respondent engagement and 

understanding[30]. The use of computers allows the researchers to build in the logic of iterations required 

for the valuation tasks and  use of graphics. It also eliminates   data entry, making it less resource-intensive 

while affording the same level of decision support as using physical props. Further, computer algorithms 
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can be programmed to allow for real-time data checks and analyses. However, research involving in-

person methods are particularly challenging to implement during the pandemic and may be temporarily 

discontinued based on regional or country-specific shelter-in-place orders. If in-person data collection can 

proceed with physical distancing precautions, the recruitment rate may be affected due to the factors 

described in the recruitment section (Figure 1).  

 

The in-person mode of administration is highly discouraged in regions with higher numbers of COVID-19 

cases per capita; however, specific measures can be put in place to protect the participant and the 

researcher in regions with lower cases per capita. Figure 2 includes some practical steps that may be 

implemented to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission and alleviate some of the psychological distress 

associated with in-person research visits during the pandemic.  Remote, interviewer-assisted mode of 

administration (c – e) is a persuasive alternative to the in-person method during the pandemic and 

beyond. In this method, the interviewer uses online video-conferencing platforms and applications (e.g., 

Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, Cisco Webex, Adobe Connect, and telemedicine applications) with 

collaborative features (screenshare, audio and video call, chat option) to simulate an in-person interview. 

The remote method allows for data collection to continue regardless of shelter-in-place orders while 

offering the same level of interviewer support to the participant as the in-person method. The potential 

advantages of the remote, online method are the elimination of research travel and associated COVID-19 

exposure risks and costs, anonymity that may result in endorsement of socially undesirable views, 

inclusion of a geographically diverse sample (including rural participants), flexibility in scheduling the 

interviews outside office hours, and safety of interviewer and interviewee. However, some potential 

disadvantages include suboptimal internet connectivity, distractions in the environment, lack of rapport 

building, and varying levels of digital literacy of participants[31, 32]. Further, individuals who are working 

remotely may be reluctant to participate with the purview of preventing  “Zoom fatigue[33]” – a term 
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used to describe exhaustion associated with computer-mediated communication. A limitation is that it 

may exclude individuals who are technologically illiterate or from low socioeconomic backgrounds who 

may not have access to electronic devices or stable internet connection. However, depending on the 

available resources, this may be addressed by providing participants with portable or desktop computers, 

a portable device charger (i.e., power bank), and pre-paid Wi-Fi cards. Another option that is increasingly 

being explored in HPR is  the use of an online, self-report mode of administration, whereby the participant 

clicks on a weblink and is directed to the survey without an interviewer present. The online method is 

suitable for international, multicenter studies and is the least resource-intensive method as it omits the 

costs associated with the trained interviewer. It is also associated with minimal to no social desirability 

bias. We anticipate that some studies that have employed the online mode of administration for HPR  – 

especially the ones that pivoted to online from face-to-face mode of data collection – will be published in 

near future.  

 

Using an online, self-report mode of administration requires meticulous planning in terms of selecting a 

survey tool that can be accessed across different Operating systems (e.g., macOS, Windows, Linux), 

electronic devices (tablets, laptops, or desktop computers), and has accessibility features (e.g., change 

font size or color, background color, Help option). Based on our team’s experience with designing and 

conducting online HPR, we outline the following key considerations for readers when designing an online 

HPR study. To optimally engage with low-skilled and low literate users, special attention should be paid 

to visual (e.g., vivid or bold graphics, large icons, pictures, pictographs, low clutter, color coding, and 

signposts to direct to next steps), audio (e.g., slow, clear, loud speech, ability to pause or repeat audio, 

voice-based text recognition, option to record audio and store information for open text-based 

questions), and text (e.g., short and simple sentences, enabling input in primary language) 

components[34]. Pre-launch, cognitive debriefing interviews with the population of interest should be 
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conducted to ensure plausibility and comprehensibility of the HPR tasks, such as health and healthcare 

descriptions. A soft launch (more than one soft launch may be necessary) should be planned to allow the 

researchers to check the validity of the survey design, check the consistency of responses, and estimate a 

reasonable survey completion time. The introductory email should clearly explain the purpose of the study 

framed in terms of individual or societal benefit during and beyond the pandemic, approximate 

completion time, the end date of the survey, and financial incentive (if any). After the study is launched, 

the response rates should be monitored to target missing demographics in the next cycle of recruitment 

and identify times during which the population of interest is likely to complete the survey. While the steps 

mentioned above are required to ensure rigor in online HPR studies irrespective of the pandemic status, 

they take prominence during the pandemic to ensure that participants who may already feel overstrained 

in their personal lives understand the purpose of the survey, engage and complete the study, and are 

attentive and considerate in their responses.  

  

An important consideration in the online method of recruitment and mode of administration is that the 

use of incentives can increase the likelihood of potential malicious responding from bots[35]. Hence, 

frequent data checks should be conducted to check for impossible or exactly identical timestamps, 

identical, nonsensical or illogical responses (especially to open-ended questions), and time taken to 

complete the survey. Strategies to deal with bots in survey data have been published in the literature[36, 

37]. 

 

Given the broad penetration of cellphone,  telephone-based communication can broaden the inclusion of  

under-represented individuals, especially from socioeconomically deprived areas  into HPR. However,  

telephone-based administration has been deemed inappropriate for HPR-related tasks that require a 

visual prompt or for considerable information to be read aloud by the interviewer. There may be 
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opportunities to improve access to HPR surveys by making them mobile-interface friendly (whenever 

possible). Emerging evidence suggests that for studies eliciting preferences using online methods (e.g., 

discrete choice experiment), there is little to no variability in preferences or choice behavior associated 

with the device on which the survey is accessed [38].  

  

Previous studies have found that online self-report HPR-related data are associated with a higher 

completion rate than the interviewer-based methods. However, a greater tendency to endorse central 

and extreme values (i.e., 0, 1, -1) has also been observed[6]. This may be partly due to the complex nature 

of the task, where participants may respond with more uncertainty without the guidance of an 

interviewer. A tendency to provide higher absolute values for health states and higher estimates for 

negative effects of attribute levels has also been noted[6]. The data quality may also be affected due to 

the cognitively burdensome nature of HPR-related tasks which may cause participants to feel less 

committed to giving considered responses or finding shortcuts to quickly move from one health state to 

the next (generally by reporting indifference between options)[26]. Research to understand the impact of 

the self-report method of administration on the reliability and validity of preference values is emerging. 

Some of the strategies to improve data quality in self-report HPR preference elicitation surveys that have 

been proposed to-date include (a) imposing a minimum number of iterations or trade-offs to be 

completed before task completion[26], (b) providing the option to "repair the error" by highlighting 

inconsistencies and offering participants an opportunity to revise their responses[39], (c) including 

attention check questions within the valuation task[40], (d) explaining the purpose of the study clearly 

and convincingly, and (e) providing financial incentives based on the number of tasks completed or time 

spent[6].  

 

2.3 Data interpretation  
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The interpretation of HPR data collected before, during, and post-pandemic has unique challenges. First, 

concerns arise over the generalizability, validity, and reliability of HPR data collected during the pandemic 

relative to pre-pandemic studies. For example, people may use different appraisals or internal standards 

to evaluate underlying health preferences and norms as a consequence of COVID-19 due to factors such 

as increased perceived health risk[41] or higher levels of psychological distress[42]. This will have 

significant implications for the interpretation of comparative effectiveness research data. It will be 

challenging to ascertain if changes in utilities, such as those generated using the EQ-5D, are due to the 

effects of the intervention alone or intervention and the effects of the pandemic (for example, 

anxiety/depression or usual activities could be impacted by COVID-19 rather than the intervention). 

Second, while we expect preference shifts to have occurred during the pandemic, it is unclear how long 

shifts in preferences may last in the post-pandemic era.. Lastly, HPR data collected from particular 

populations (i.e., those theorized to be most affected by the ongoing pandemic) or incorporating health 

or healthcare descriptions with an apparent association with the COVID-19 infection may be hypothesized 

as most likely affected by shifts in preferences. In particular, some health state classification systems may 

include symptoms that have a direct conceptual overlap with COVID-19, such as difficulty breathing, fever, 

or a persistent cough. These attributes may be temporarily evaluated differently by participants as a result 

of the pandemic. One example is a current health state classification system for Duchenne muscular 

dystrophy that included an item on difficulty breathing. This item was valued by the general population 

using an online discrete choice experiment during the pandemic[43].  

Recommended solutions to HPR data interpretation as impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic include 

comparing acquired data to pre-existing data, wherever possible, and assessing any irregularities or 

unexpected deviations from a priori expectations and hypotheses. Relatedly, it is crucial to report the 

findings in context, stating clearly when the HPR data was collected and disclosing the potential impact of 

the pandemic on participants' health preferences. Additionally, where possible and justified, researchers 
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should consider conducting interim data analyses to assess the impact  of the pandemic on the HPR data 

and make corrective adjustments to their data collection protocol, if necessary. As the data collection 

evolves from before, during and post-pandemic, researchers should make adjustments in their analyses 

to account for biased preferences, such as screening for and controlling for reported exposure to COVID-

19, both directly and indirectly. Finally, and where relevant, such as in HPR data supporting the derivation 

of utility weights for a preference-based measure, researchers may recommend that data is recollected 

post-pandemic (and once potential shifts in preferences due to the pandemic are no longer present) to 

be compared to the original dataset and findings.   

 

3.0 Conclusions  

The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly disrupted HPR in numerous ways. Yet, it has also offered 

opportunities by forcing innovation concerning equitable and digital inclusion of the general population, 

online modes of administration, and response shifts within the HPR context. The pandemic has highlighted 

the urgency and significance of investing capital and personnel resources in engaging individuals with low 

literacy, from rural or remote areas, and diverse cultures in clinical research. Future studies should 

continue to develop guidance regarding methodological considerations and data quality issues, 

specifically concerning online modes of data collection. Additionally, more research is needed to explore 

the impact, extent, and assessment of response shift on preferences, characterized by sociodemographic 

characteristics of the study population (e.g., age, gender, educational status, income level, risk 

perception).  

 

To conclude, this commentary explores the emerging challenges and offers potential solutions for the 

successful selection and recruitment of research participants, as well as collection and interpretation of 

HPR data in the context of the pandemic. We expect that the changes that occur in HPR due to the 
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pandemic will shift the paradigm of HPR, especially towards using online methods for recruitment and 

data collection, in the foreseeable future.  
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FIGURE LEGEND 

 

Figure 1: Vulnerability considerations in HPR during the COVID-19 pandemic  

 

Figure 2: Practical suggestions for in-person, interviewer-assisted HPR 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS  

 

HPR  Health Preference Research  

 

HRQOL   Health-Related Quality of Life  

 

PPE   Personal Protective Equipment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


